ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Given a Boolean function, one can evaluate its output value for an input minterm by (a) simulating its gate-level network implementation, either through event-driven simulation [9] or levelized compiled code [7] , (b) using a branching program derived from its Binary Decision Diagram (BDD) representation [10, 1] , or (c) using a set of memory look-up tables. However, how to generate the optimum code for logic function evaluation on a given computer architecture is still unsolved.
In this paper, we study the optimal functional evaluation problem for a multi-valued relation. We use multi-valued logic, because at an early design stage, there may not be a binary encoding yet; relations are involved, because they capture flexibility and enable a larger exploration space. We propose to use generalized cofactoring for logic evaluation. A Generalized Cofactoring Diagram (GCD) is a decision structure for searching for the output value of a given input minterm. At each decision node, one of the outgoing edges is chosen, based on the result of a testing of the input minterm and a cofactoring function associated with that node. The tests proceed along a path in the decision structure until a leaf node Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. is reached, where the output value is obtained. GCD's reduce to BDD's if single variables are used as the cofactoring functions.
Since the cofactoring functions are not restricted to single variables, the framework opens up a large space for optimization. This is not unrealistic because the evaluation of a cube can be done in software in one instruction. The evaluation of an arbitrary function up to certain size is also feasible on an Application Specific Instruction-set Processor (ASIP) that has reconfigurable functional units [3] . The cofactoring functions can be implemented as special instructions for speeding up the critical path of the evaluation.
We give algorithms to derive an optimal GCD based on different constraints on the cofactoring functions. This includes an exact algorithm to find the optimum GCD when the cofactoring functions are single variables (i.e. free BDD's), and an heuristic algorithm based on entropy reduction when the cofactoring functions are single cubes. We propose a novel technique that symbolically represents all possible cube candidates in a single BDD, and computes their costs in parallel at each cofactoring step.
Related work in the literature includes using BDDs for logic simulation, proposed in [10, 1] . Subsequent work extended the techniques to handle larger circuits and circuits with data-path modules [8] , but the restriction of single variable testing still applies.
The Polis project uses S-graph's to represent and synthesize software from extended finite state machines [2] . It is similar to BDDs, with the extension of assignments for data-path variables. Recently, Kim el al [6] , proposed free-ordered BDDs versus globally ordered BDDs for software synthesis in the same framework. Up to 10% improvement in execution speed was reported. However, the heuristics proposed do not guarantee optimality.
We briefly describe our definition of generalized cofactoring in Section 2, and detail our proposed techniques in Section 3. It includes optimal free BDD ordering (3.1) and symbolic cube selection for generalized cube cofactoring (3.2) . Results are given in Section 4; conclusions and future work follow.
GENERALIZED COFACTORING
Given a multi-valued relation, find the optimum cofactoring structure that minimizes a cost function related to the functional evaluation time of the structure 1 .
DEFINITION 1. A multi-valued relation R´a b
Oµ is a re- A generalized cofactoring diagram is a DAG, with a single root node and a number of leaves, each corresponding to a subset of the output values. Each intermediate node is associated with a 2-tuple R g , where R is the MV relation to be evaluated at this point, and g is a cofactoring function chosen for R. If we restrict g to be binary functions, then each node has two out-going edges, . A node becomes a leaf, if the relation R can be reduced to tautology, i.e. a common value can be assigned to all minterms in the care set without violating the relation. Functional evaluation of an input minterm M starts from the top node and follows one of the paths towards the leaves. At each intermediate node, a test (M ¾ g) decides which cofactoring branch to follow. The evaluation time of the cofactoring diagram can be measured by the average depth of the paths for all input minterms, used by Sasao, el at [13] for BDDs.
DEFINITION 2. The Average Path Length (APL) of a GCD is the average number of branching nodes encountered during the functional evaluation for all its input minterms.
Assuming the testing of each intermediate node requires one memory lookup, APL measures the average number of memory accesses for evaluating the output. Other factors like computer architecture and memory organization may also affect the evaluation time but not considered at this abstraction level. We also assume a uniform distribution of probability for all input minterms. The problem of considering bias input probabilities is beyond the scope of this paper.
OPTIMAL COFACTORING FOR FUNC-TIONAL EVALUATION
This section describes our technique for deriving the optimal GCD for an MV function, with variable cofactoring and cube cofactoring. In either case, the MV function is represented with a multi-terminal BDD (MTBDD) or ADD, where multi-valued input variables are encoded with binary variables. Note that when MV functions are considered, there is exactly one terminal node for each output value, and no terminals for subsets.
Free BDD
By free BDDs we mean BDDs without global variable ordering, and each path can take a different order. This was studied by Kim, el at, [6] for software synthesis from EFSMs, but the results reported there are not optimal. Algorithm BPL (Best Path Length) below computes recursively the best ordering for each path of the BDD, with respect to the APL cost.
BPL´fvµ; if cost best cost then best cost = cost; hash insert( f ,best cost); return best cost; THEOREM 1. The BPL algorithms returns the optimum average path length for all possible free BDD orderings.
At each step of the recursion, all possible orderings of the support variables are enumerated, and the best cost is returned. The best variable choice at each recursion step is stored to construct the final cofactoring structure at the end (not shown in the Figure) . The complexity of this algorithm is upper bounded by (3 n ), where n is the number of input variables in the support. This is the case when all possible cofactors are derived. Experiments show that MV functions with up to 16 binary input variables can be computed within seconds, more in Section 4.
Cube Cofactoring
If we restrict to multi-valued single cubes for the cofactoring function, the branching test can be carried out in a single AND instruction, assuming both the cofactoring cube C and the input M are represented in a positional notation:
Previously proposed MDD and SOP-based approaches [4] can be viewed as special cases of the generalized cube cofactoring: the MDD approach uses single literals as cofactoring functions and the SOP approach uses the cubes directly from a sum-of-product representation of the function.
In this section, we propose a novel symbolic method for finding the optimal cofactoring cube at each step, based on a cost function that predicts the cofactoring depth. For a GCD with arbitrary functions as the cofactoring functions, it can be achieved through collapsing a set of input variables into a single multi-valued variable, whose literals represent all possible functions of the selected inputs [5] . 
Cost Function for Cube Selection
We need a cost function for measuring the complexity, in terms of output evaluation, of the care set of an MV function. Entropy, as an information measurement, became a natural choice: the cofactoring process is a process of information discovery, and the effort can be measured by the amount of information to be discovered. As we proceed along a path in the GCD, more information is obtained with respect to the input minterm. When we reach a terminal node, the output is determined and there is no information left (zero entropy). We use the output entropy for a function f :
where p i is the probability of the output taking value i, computed by dividing the number of minterms in i (m i ) by the total number of care set minterms (M c ). R f is the relation for the care set of MV function f . Given a cube C, we compute the entropies of both the positive and negative branches:
where p c is the probability of the cube C being true, computed by dividing the number of minterms in the intersection C ¡R f with the total number of care set minterms in R f . It takes into account of potential costs for both branches and their probabilities. In mathematical terms, this is the conditional entropy of R f with respect to partition C C , which is always less than the original entropy: i.e. 
H´R

Solution Relations
We introduce new binary variables to symbolically represent all cube candidates in a positional notation. Let a symbolic cube be represented as
where α i means that the cube has value i in the a-literal, etc. For example, α 0 α 1 α 2 β 0 β 1 β 2 β 3 encodes cube a 0 1 b 0 2 . The total number of cubes encoded, except null cubes, is´2 r a 1µ´2 r b 1µ ¡ ¡ ¡ .
The logic function corresponding to each symbolic cube is called its boolean cube C bool . In order to evaluate both the positive and negative cofactoring branches, we construct the cube relation C rel for all cube candidates:
where z is called the phase variable. z 1 (z 0) means the positive (negative) phase of the cube is used, respectively. The example cube above leads to the cube relation below:
We build the Boolean disjunction of C rel for all cubes and intersect this with the relation of the target MV function. This is called the solution relation.
R´a b
The solution relation encodes all candidate cubes for both their positive and complement phases. It provides a convenient basis for computing the cofactoring cost of all cubes in parallel.
THEOREM 2. The number of BDD nodes for the phase variable z, in the solution relation BDD is exactly the number of symbolic cubes, and each has exactly one parent node.
Based on this theorem, the cost functions for the cubes need to be computed only at the z variable nodes of the BDD. Other nodes are traversed for passing information and cube selection. The negative side is that the solution relation BDD grows with the number of cubes generated. We address this in Sections 3.2.4.
We propose an algorithm Select Cube to traverse the BDD structure of the solution relation bottom up, compute the cost functions incrementally, and construct the cube with the best cost (details in [5] ). It assumes a variable ordering that groups the symbolic variables on the top, followed by the z phase variable, and then the boolean variable group comes last. Dynamic variable ordering within each group is allowed.
The algorithm works in three phases. Phase I traverses the boolean variables at the bottom group. The number of minterms for each output value is computed. We store the information of each path in a data structure that contains the total number of care set minterms, the set of output values, and the minterm count for each value, for the sub-BDD. Phase II compute the cost functions of all cube candidates at the phase variable nodes (z). The costs from both children, representing C and C, are weighted by their probabilities and then summed (Equation (3)). Finally, phase III traverses the symbolic variables in the top group. At each node, the costs from both children branches are compared; the path with the better cost is kept, and combined with the symbolic variable of the node itself. The algorithm returns a single cube (a path from top node to z), which has the best cost.
APL Look Ahead
Notice that the cost function in equation (3) is a local heuristic, which looks at one level cube cofactoring. We would like to get better prediction by considering the average path length of the whole sub-tree if subsequent cofactoration is carried out with this cube.
At each cofatoring step, we use the entropy cost to generate a set of candidate cubes. Then for each candidate we construct the full cofactoring structure for both its positive and negative branches, and compute the average path lengths for them. The cube with the best APL is selected. The sub-GCD construction uses the same Select Cube algorithm described earlier for selecting the best cofactoring cube at each step. The procedure can be found in [5] .
The comparison of the final cofactoring diagram for Example (1) is shown in Figure 2 , where the cofactoring nodes for the MTBDD are the binary variables, a 0 a 1 b 0 b 1 , used for encoding, and the ones in the GCD's are multi-valued cubes in positional notation.
Two Literal Cubes
Notice that the total number of cubes grows exponentially with the support size, and so does the size of the solution relation BDD. 
EXPERIMENTS
The BPL and Selete Cube algorithms have been implemented using the CuDD package [14] . We compare the GCD derived from these approaches in Table 1 [5] . The number of inputs and the sizes of the input domain are shown in columns PI and IN; their output domain sizes are shown in column O. Results from four different approaches are shown: BDD's with global variable ordering (BDD), optimum freeordered BDD's (FBDD), GCDs with entropy cost (ENTR), and GCDs with APL look ahead cost (LAHF). They are compared with respect to the average path length (APL), the number of cofactoring nodes in the GCD structure, and finally the computation time used to derive these structures. Their ratios are computed for each benchmark example, and the average ratio of all 35 examples is reported in the last line. All experiments were performed on a dualprocessor Sun OS 5.8 system, with 900MHz clock frequency and 2Gb memory.
The free-ordered BDD's have on average 13% better APL than globally ordered BDD's (after dynamic variable ordering to reduce the heap size). Although the size of the free-ordered BDD's is 5 times larger on average, it is still comparable on small and median examples. The size blows up on large examples since it is more difficult to find equivalent results in the hash table. The computation time is much higher than the globally ordered BDD's (whose computation time is negligible compared with the other approaches and not shown).
Comparing GCD's with BDD's, GCD's are consistently better in most examples, since they have a much larger solution space than free BDD's. The APL look ahead scheme is slightly better than just using entropies for a few examples (albeit the much heavier computation time), which confirms the quality of the entropy measure. Additional experiments on a large set ( 50) of binary-input binary-output examples also show similar characteristics [5] . The APL look-ahead scheme starts to pay off as the sizes of the examples grow larger.
CONCLUSIONS
We presented a new framework for functional evaluation of multivalued relations, which is a generalization of traditional logic simulation techniques. It has direct application in logic simulation, and software synthesis from state machines for embedded control applications.
Under this framework, we presented an algorithm to find the optimum free BDD ordering for fast evaluation, measured by the average path length of the cofactoring structure. For cube cofactoring, we proposed a symbolic representation of all cube candidates, and the solution relation that encodes all possible solutions for one cofactoring step. An algorithm is given to traverse solution relation and to find the optimal cube based on a cost function using functional entropies. Experimental results on binary and multi-valued functions justify the proposed approach. Future work includes devising efficient methods to compute cube costs incrementally and thus scalable to much larger examples.
